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This item, by a large 374-120 affirmative vote allows the RI board to continue its effort to convert the United States tax
designation to another designation with different implications to the organization.
Background
Rotary International and the Rotary Foundation are both United States non-profit corporations which must adhere to
the tax laws of the US as well as the State of Illinois. The US tax code offers several options to nonprofit organizations for
tax free status, called “501s”, each option with somewhat differing advantages and constraints. Currently, RI is a 501(c)4
(“c4”) organization as are most US Rotary clubs. The board wishes to change its status to 501(c)3 (“c3”) which is the
status of the Rotary Foundation. Some US clubs are also c3s if the club at some point had applied for a change of status
from its default c4.
While this change is seemingly trivial, there are some complex reasons why one status may be better suited to one
organization over another. Either type can receive individual donations, c3s (TRF) can issue tax receipts to US donors, c4s
(RI) cannot. C3s (TRF) can accept corporate donations, c4s (RI) cannot. C4s (RI) do not have to reveal their donor list to
the IRS, while c3s (TRF) must in order to verify the size of gifts from donors.
In recent years, the c4 designation has become popular with US political organizations due to their desire to hide the
source of individual donations. In reaction, many large US corporations do not offer trade discounts to any c4
organization for fear of customer backlash.
Pros
The board believes that a change in tax status will allow it to receive discounts from vendors available only to c3s and to
receive corporate donations to defray operating expense, thus lowering member dues. The board estimates that this
savings could amount to perhaps $400,000 US annually.
RI leadership also wishes to set up strategic partnerships with corporations to do large international projects and,
indeed, this is their justification for becoming a c3 organization.
US Rotarians under the c3 designation would be issued tax receipts for their dues payments but this is admittedly of very
small value toward tax liability.
Cons
On the negative side, several countries including Canada, Australia, England and Germany all have Rotary Foundations
within their own countries. Currently their tax laws all approve an association with RI’s American c4 organization; it is
unclear how a change in the American status would be received by other country’s taxing authorities.
Foundation volunteer fundraisers are concerned that their efforts to raise money for TRF might be undercut by RI’s
competition for the same money.
While individuals generally give to charities out of the goodness of their hearts, corporate gifts generally have strings
attached; the corporations wish to receive influence and/or a positive public image in exchange for their money. If

strategic partnerships are to develop the RI board may be called upon to sell pieces of Rotary’s worldwide image and
goodwill.
Finally, there is the possibility that if the c3 status is obtained and is subsequently found by the IRS to not be in
compliance with it’s rules the designation could be lost. If this were to occur, RI could be liable for taxes, penalties and
interest and could suffer from some adverse media exposure.
Strategy
Under the rules of the COL in Section 7 of the RI Bylaws the deadline for submission of proposed legislation was 31
December 2018; club and district statements of opposition and support were accepted no later than 14 February, 2019.
This item, because it was presented as a position statement rather than an enactment took advantage of the exception
to the rule that allows the board, and only the board, to present statements at any time. This position statement was
distributed to the COL on 4 March, 2019, which left little time for questions from COL members to be answered.
Accordingly, many representatives felt that the board had not been totally candid with the 32,000+ clubs represented by
their COL reps.
RI Activity to Date
In the board’s pursuit of the c3 designation it has formed an empty shell corporation, “Rotary International Holdings”, to
which the IRS gave a 501(c)3 designation. The shell has no assets and no business activity which makes it extremely easy
to qualify for a c3. The idea is to merge RI with RIH thus acquiring its c3 designation with RI becoming the surviving
organization. Before this can be done, RI is waiting for a determination from IRS as to whether US clubs, with a c4
designation can be affiliated with a new c3 organization. If that piece of the puzzle is disallowed by the IRS, the board
has stated that this process will stop.
The Rotary Board voted unanimously to pursue the new designation. To allay concerns on the part of the Foundation, a
joint operating agreement between the holding corporation and the Foundation has been signed with support of all
trustees except for the chair.
The COL Vote
After a lively discussion, the position statement was overwhelmingly approved giving the board authority to convert
Rotary’s US tax status from 501(c)4 to 501(c)3. There is no estimated completion date as this process requires several
additional decisions by the IRS which may could halt the effort. If the conversion does complete, there is further
exposure to RI to comply with the requirements of remaining a c3 organization.
Frequently Asked Questions
The afternoon before the day of the discussion and vote on this issue, the following FAQ document was delivered to the
COL voting members along with a copy of the Joint Operating Agreement between RI and TRF.

